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Glossary

- **Auto-IBR** – refers to the consortium’s proposed single, automatic repayment plan based on income for all new federal student loan borrowers.

- **Current IBR** – refers to the Pay As You Earn Repayment Plan (PAYE), available to new borrowers as of October 1, 2007 who took out a loan after October 1, 2011) and the new Income-Based Repayment Plan (IBR), available to new borrowers for new loans as of July 1, 2014). Under both plans, a borrower’s monthly payment amount is 10 percent of his or her adjusted-gross income (AGI) above a specified exemption with forgiveness of the remaining balance after 20 years.

- **Repayment plans based on income** – refers to the current menu of federal loan repayment plans that are based on a borrower’s income, including Income-Based Repayment, Income-Contingent Repayment (ICR), and Pay As You Earn; also refers to the general concept of calculating borrowers’ monthly payments based on their income.
Introduction and Executive Summary

When borrowers default on a federal student loan, it can have catastrophic consequences. Their credit scores drop dramatically, severely curtailing their ability to afford a home or a car, and even limiting their ability to sign up for utilities. The cost of their loan rises as late fees pile up. Moreover, the federal government can garnish borrowers’ wages, withhold taxes, and sue them in order to obtain the money owed. It can take years for borrowers’ credit and finances to recover.

You might assume that relatively few individuals suffer through this experience, but you would be wrong. In 2011, 1 in 10 borrowers defaulted in the first two years after entering repayment – that is nearly double what it was five years earlier. Lifetime dollar default rates for the 2014 cohort are expected to range from 9.15 to 23.24 percent (depending on the type of Direct Loan). Delinquency rates have also jumped, a sign that more students are struggling to manage their loan payments than ever before.

This is alarming not just for the financial hardship it visits on borrowers, but also because students borrowing a reasonable amount to obtain a quality postsecondary credential is often in the best economic interest of students and taxpayers. A person with a bachelor’s degree earns about 80 percent more on average than someone with a high school diploma earns. At the same time, rising college costs have driven up the amount that students borrow and the number of students borrowing. Now, roughly two-thirds of graduating college seniors leave college with debt. From 2008 to 2012, debt at graduation among undergraduate borrowers who earn a degree increased an average of six percent each year. The path to economic security now runs through the doors of a postsecondary institution, but it has become a risky road for far too many students.

A variety of factors contribute to the repayment crisis, but the faulty design of the federal student loan program is a key culprit. Complexity is major problem. Federal loan borrowers experiencing a financial hardship can choose among several plans that lower their payments. However, with nine different repayment options, too few borrowers understand all of their options or know how to enroll. Therefore, enrollment in repayment plans based on income remains low – at about 11 percent. Instead, the majority of students end up on a standard repayment plan amortized over 10 years.

This leads to a second problem: timing. The standard repayment plan under which all borrowers automatically begin repayment works well for students who graduate, quickly find a well-paid job, and can begin repaying their debt. For borrowers whose careers do not take off as quickly or pay as well, the consequences can be disastrous. Even in the best economic periods, it often takes time for borrowers to earn the higher salaries commanded by their education level. However, their first federal student loan payment often comes due within six months of leaving school – the point in their career when they may be least able to afford it. The great recession has exacerbated the problem. In 2011, the unemployment rate for recent bachelor’s degree graduates ages 20 to 29 was 13.5...
percent. While the evidence is clear that, on average, a college degree pays off, the payoff may not be realized immediately upon graduation. Students who take out loans but do not complete their programs fare even worse.

Our consortium’s members have come together around an idea that we believe will fix the student repayment process and reduce the risk of unaffordable loan payments and default. We call it “auto-IBR.” The plan would:

- Automatically enroll all federal student loan borrowers in a repayment plan based on income (hereafter “auto-IBR”) upon leaving school;
- Automatically deduct student loan payments through employer withholding; and
- Implement institutional accountability measures based on borrowers’ ability to repay their debt.

We do not believe auto-IBR will solve the problem of college affordability or stem growing student debt levels. Nor do we fully agree on the details of the formula. However, we do believe that an auto-IBR system would have several advantages for students and taxpayers.

First, auto-IBR would act as a form of insurance against tough economic times for federal student loan borrowers, particularly those who experience unexpectedly low incomes at any point during repayment. Students would know going into school that, if they must borrow, their monthly loan payments will meet a minimum level of affordability, which could encourage college enrollment. Second, having a single repayment plan will dramatically simplify the federal student loan repayment system, making it easier for students to navigate. Third, automatic enrollment in a repayment plan based on income will make the system more fair by ensuring that all borrowers can benefit, not just those who are financially savvy and persistent enough to discover and navigate the program. Fourth, automatically enrolling borrowers in a repayment plan based on income where they repay their loans through employer withholding will virtually eliminate defaults.

Implementing an auto-IBR scheme would require significant administrative changes. Currently, borrowers repay through multiple private loan servicers. For repayment plans based on income, servicers set the amount of monthly repayments according to each borrower’s most recently documented income (typically documented through prior-year tax returns). This prior-year methodology contradicts one of the primary benefits of auto-IBR – the safety net aspect of having payments adjust automatically, and in real-time, as income fluctuates. Instead, collecting student loan repayment through employer withholding not only makes auto-IBR more feasible, but may also provide advantages over the current repayment process. Automatically collecting payments through employer withholding, coupled with a system whereby the government automatically reconciles annual payments and amounts owed, would reduce the need for borrowers to document
changes to income each year and get rid of the “lag” in reflecting a borrower’s true income.

Apart from its benefits, auto-IBR risks unintended consequences without proper safeguards. Enrolling all borrowers in the current IBR scheme would reduce payments and provide forgiveness to many borrowers capable of paying back their loans in full. Moreover, a system where the federal government ensures a minimum level of affordable payments could alter the current incentives for setting tuition at institutions of higher education.

Further, although repayment plans based on income currently exist, few students take are aware of or access them. Auto-IBR would increase awareness and participation dramatically. Knowing that the federal government would ensure a minimum affordable payment and forgive outstanding debt could reduce incentives for institutions and states to hold down tuition or improve outcomes for graduates. In addition, students would face greater incentives to borrow more. Taxpayers could end up footing the bill for high tuition, low-quality programs, and excess borrowing.

We believe that a package of reforms including modification to the current repayment formula and institutional accountability metrics can avoid the unintended consequences of auto-IBR. Schools that consistently fail to graduate students capable of paying back their debt should not receive federal student aid. Any new accountability measures should be phased in to give institutions time to adjust their behavior and respond to the new auto-IBR system. We do not recommend specific cut-offs, though we explain why we would favor some measures over others.

We also propose the possibility of pairing minimum cutoffs with a risk-sharing mechanism to incorporate institutional responsibility among more than just the poorest performers. However, the consortium did not agree on whether student loan limits should play a role in that effort. Consortium members also vary in our ideal methods for formula changes, though we do agree that we would increase payments for higher-income borrowers compared to the current IBR terms, which would reduce the number of high-debt, high-income borrowers who reach forgiveness.

In this report, we discuss the details of our proposal in three major parts. First, we discuss the mechanics of the repayment formula and some possible options for adjusting it to accommodate an auto-IBR system. Second, we propose administrative changes required to implement employer withholding for student loans. Finally, we discuss options for ensuring institutional accountability under an auto-IBR system. As noted previously, the consortium did not fully agree on the details of implementation, particularly in the case of the formula and loan limits. This paper clearly describes our differing views where they occur.
Repayment Terms for Auto-IBR

This section outlines the principles the consortium believes an auto-IBR system should advance, measures the current IBR terms against these principles, and discusses the reasons for altering the current IBR formula when implementing auto-IBR. It also examines the options for formula changes, their merits, and their drawbacks. Whatever the chosen formula, we favor streamlining borrowers’ ability to prepay through an “accelerated option.” Importantly, though our members agree on the overall shortcomings of the current IBR formula for an auto-IBR system, individual members value the principles and policy alternatives differently.

The Principles of a Successful Auto-IBR Formula

An ideal auto-IBR repayment formula would align with several principles:

1. **Safety Net:** The terms should provide a safety net to borrowers who unexpectedly find their loan balances temporarily or permanently unaffordable. The terms should not, however, create an expectation that debt can rise unchecked and be accommodated through loan forgiveness or extended loan terms. Auto-IBR should not aim to cover a portion of the cost of a postsecondary credential; that is the role grants should play in the federal aid system. Grant aid, such as the Pell Grant, more effectively targets federal tuition assistance and should remain the primary tool for offsetting tuition for low-income students.

2. **Sustainability:** The auto-IBR terms should be fiscally sustainable.

3. **Unintended Consequences:** The auto-IBR terms should minimize incentives students might have to engage in unnecessarily risky borrowing (i.e. moral hazard), and limit the incentives schools might have to charge higher prices than they otherwise would.

4. **Fairness:** Auto-IBR should be designed to benefit borrowers who most need it, in a fair and equitable manner.

5. **Simplicity:** The ideal terms should be simple and straightforward, so borrowers can understand them and employers can easily administer them through employer withholding.

Applying the Principles to Current IBR Terms

Under current IBR, borrowers pay 10 percent of their discretionary income each month (dependent on the family-size exemption), and monthly payments are capped at the 10-year repayment amount. In other words, if a borrower’s monthly payment under current IBR would be more than the 10-year monthly repayment amount, the borrower pays the 10-year monthly repayment amount. Any remaining balances are forgiven after 20 years.
How would the current IBR terms measure up to the five principles just outlined?

1. **Safety Net:** Generally, the current IBR terms provide a sufficient safety net to mitigate risks for borrowers. However, automatically enrolling all borrowers in current IBR could consistently deliver forgiveness to high-income, high-debt earners. Taxpayer dollars would be much better spent helping low-income students afford the up-front cost of higher education.

2. **Sustainability:** Providing loan forgiveness to high- and upper-middle-income borrowers undermines fiscal sustainability in an automatic system. Under auto-IBR, many high-income, high-debt borrowers who are not enrolled in the current IBR system would be automatically enrolled in the new system, which would likely reduce their payments. The federal government could end up forgiving significant portions of the debt of otherwise successful borrowers, making it too costly compared with current policy.\(^\text{11}\)

3. **Unintended Consequences:** Consortium members generally agreed that implementing auto-IBR under the current IBR terms could risk prompting schools to charge more, and thus students to borrow more. Although school administrators consider a variety of factors in setting tuition, they might have less concern about raising prices when they know students would be able to borrow to make up the difference and have any remaining debt forgiven after 20 years. Students, too, might have less incentive to weigh costs and value when choosing a school. These pricing and borrowing concerns exist primarily at the graduate level, as loan limits at the undergraduate level would mitigate these risks by limiting the amount of debt eligible for forgiveness.

4. **Fairness:** Implementing auto-IBR with the current IBR terms would violate notions of fairness. High-income borrowers would receive significant and unnecessary benefits in lower payments and forgiven debt. The exemption for pre-tax, employer-provided benefits would worsen regressivity, as many high earners would qualify for lower monthly payments simply by taking advantage of these exclusions. Moreover, by providing the same loan forgiveness terms to all borrowers regardless of loan amount, the program provides the largest benefits to those who borrow the most. This feature can poorly target benefits and make the program inequitable.

5. **Simplicity:** The current IBR terms are fairly simple, but may need to be simplified further to implement employer withholding. It is easy to administer one repayment percentage at 10 percent of discretionary income and one term for forgiving loans at 20 years. However, the current terms require borrowers to document their household size according to a hard-to-understand set of criteria (to calculate their income exemptions) and opt for a certain filing status for federal income taxes to fully utilize current IBR benefits. Accounting for a
borrower’s family size would make employer withholding more complex and difficult.

Although our consortium identifies challenges to implementing auto-IBR under the current IBR terms, different individuals, organizations, or constituencies may weight these concerns differently. Nevertheless, our members agree that implementing auto-IBR with the current IBR formula would not work, because the policy would be poorly targeted, costly, and unfair. Auto-IBR, therefore, requires adjustments to the current terms in order to work effectively.

Examining Alternative Terms for Auto-IBR

The consortium weighed the relative merits of a variety of different auto-IBR terms. No single plan aligns perfectly with the consortium’s principles for auto-IBR because many of the principles are in tension with one another. For example, effectively targeting the benefits to further fairness can make the system more complex. Furthermore, not all members of the consortium support any one set of alternative repayment terms, given members’ differing perspectives and values.

Yet by providing valuable insight on the advantages and disadvantages of potential auto-IBR terms compared with current IBR, the consortium’s work can help guide policymakers and stakeholders in designing an auto-IBR formula. The next section of this paper presents the trade-offs inherent in this policy, using three potential auto-IBR plans, each with a slightly different set of terms.

Importantly, consortium members did agree that auto-IBR terms should have some common features. All three of the plans discussed here share these characteristics, as they represent trade-offs we believe policymakers should make in designing any auto-IBR plan. The terms of any plan should include the following elements:

- **Loan Forgiveness**: The plan should include some form of loan forgiveness for those borrowers who repay for a given amount of time but do not fully repay what they owe (principal, interest, or both). Loan forgiveness provides a safety net to borrowers whose incomes are unexpectedly low for a long time.

- **Income Exemption**: All borrowers should be able to exempt some amount of their incomes from the payment calculation (consortium members have varying perspectives on how much). The exemption ensures that the lowest-income borrowers can make very low or no payments on their loans, or that they can exclude from loan payments income needed for basic “cost of living.”

- **No Repayment Cap**: The plan should not include a cap on payments based on something other than income. Under current IBR terms, borrowers’ payments stop increasing regardless of their incomes once their payments reach what they would have been under a 10-year repayment plan. That type of provision
allows high-income borrowers (or borrowers with small loan balances) to pay a smaller share of their incomes than lower-income borrowers, and therefore distributes benefits regatively, particularly as it interacts with the loan-forgiveness terms.

- **No Compounding Interest/Interest Capitalization:** Interest on the loans should accrue while borrowers repay, but it should not compound (or capitalize). That provision helps reduce the rate at which borrowers’ loan balances grow when their income and/or payments are low – an important advantage over loans provided in the private market.

- **Targeted Benefits:** Compared with current IBR, the plan should reduce benefits to borrowers who have high incomes. However, each plan presented below does so to varying degrees. This reflects the consortium’s range of views on the definition of a high-income borrower and on the relative weight of total interest paid over the life of a loan versus forgiveness of some of the principal.

### Three Examples of Auto-IBR Plans

*Note: All examples in this section are calculated using an IBR calculator developed by New America. The calculator is available from Alex Holt and Jason Delisle at New America upon request.*

#### 1. High-Exemption, High-Rate Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Exemption</th>
<th>• First $25,000 of total income for all household sizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payment as Share of Income Above Exemption</td>
<td>• 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan-Forgiveness Terms</td>
<td>• 20 years of payments for all borrowers regardless of initial loan balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the simplest of the three examples because it includes only one exemption, one rate, and one loan-forgiveness term, making it the easiest for borrowers to understand and for employers to administer under an employer-withholding scheme. It also maintains administrative simplicity by using a standard income exemption for all borrowers, regardless of family size. The plan may require some explanation to borrowers, as the 18 percent rate may cause borrowers to believe they are paying a far higher portion of their income than they actually are, given the exemption. Under this plan, employers would only need to know that an employee had federal student loans to determine the amount of withholding and would not need to collect any additional information from the employee – a plus for employers concerned with administrative simplicity.

The plan has the highest exemption, and therefore is the most generous for low-income
borrowers. This high exemption – 45 percent higher than current IBR for single borrowers – means this plan would assist a larger share of borrowers than the other two plans discussed here, through smaller or zero payments on student loans and substantial levels of forgiveness. The high exemption also means that more interest will accrue for borrowers with lower incomes, because they will be paying less per month than under current IBR or, in some cases, less than under the standard 10-year plan. These low payments and the accompanying interest accrual could significantly lengthen repayment periods.

This high exemption is more generous than current IBR for borrowers with a family size of two or less, but less generous for borrowers with a family size of more than two. While a fixed exemption makes the program simple, it risks providing unnecessarily large exemptions for single borrowers and not providing enough of an exemption for a borrower with multiple dependents.

For borrowers with income levels above the threshold, the relatively high repayment rate of 18 percent causes payments to rise more rapidly than the other two plans. As a result, borrowers could see notable increases in their monthly payments as their incomes rise. This high rate forces middle and high earners to pay back at a faster rate, which will help prevent high earners with high debt from receiving substantial amounts of loan forgiveness. However, it also results in monthly payments for some middle-income borrowers that are higher than what they would be under current IBR. Nevertheless, the payments are still low enough that when combined with the 20-year forgiveness term, it is the most likely of the three plans discussed to provide loan forgiveness to middle-income borrowers with large debts, and does so in the largest amounts.

2. Low-Exemption, Low-Rate Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Exemption</th>
<th>• First $10,000 of total income for all household sizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payment as Share of Income Above Exemption</td>
<td>• 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Loan-Forgiveness Terms | • 20 years of payments for borrowers who begin repayment with ≤ $50,000 in debt  
• 30 years of payments for borrowers who begin repayment with > $50,000 in debt |

This plan is also administratively simple, with only one exemption and one repayment rate, although the two loan-forgiveness terms make it more difficult for a borrower to understand than the first plan. (The dual-forgiveness term would not add complexity for employers, as they would not administer the loan forgiveness provision – only ED would track that.) As with the first plan, employers would only need to know that an employee had federal student loans to determine the amount of withholding and would not need to collect any additional information from the employee.
This plan has the lowest payment rate for all borrowers and therefore avoids the more rapid increase in payments that arises in the other plans discussed here for borrowers whose incomes grow. However, this plan also has the lowest exemption (about 40 percent lower than current IBR for a single individual), making it the least generous to low-income borrowers, who would have to begin paying back as soon as they earned above $10,000. Payments would therefore be significantly higher compared with current IBR for the lowest-income borrowers, especially those with larger household sizes. The lower exemption and resulting higher monthly payments mean that less interest would accrue, making it less likely that borrowers would significantly extend their term – as compared with the two other plans or current IBR.

The extended loan-forgiveness term and the higher monthly payments for middle-income borrowers mean this plan is unlikely to provide loan forgiveness to middle-income borrowers with moderate to high levels of debt. However, the low repayment rate of 10 percent means that, even after 30 years, those with extremely high debt would be more likely to receive loan forgiveness than if they were enrolled in example 3 (discussed below). Nevertheless, the extended loan-forgiveness term means that borrowers with more than $50,000 in student loan debt would pay based on their incomes for 10 more years than with current IBR before becoming eligible for forgiveness, even if they had perpetually low incomes.

The single repayment rate of 10 percent, combined with a low exemption, makes the system less progressive than the other plans, as high-income borrowers would pay less under this plan than under example 1 with its 18 percent rate and high exemption, or example 3, which includes a higher rate for higher-income borrowers. However, all borrowers earning more than $10,000 would pay more per month under this plan than under current IBR because the exemption is lower than current IBR.

A combination of factors – a low repayment rate, a payment cap, and a 20-year forgiveness term – in the current IBR system allow high- and middle-income borrowers with high-debt levels to receive loan forgiveness. All three example formulas discussed here propose removing the payment cap, but this formula addresses the issue of loan forgiveness for high-income borrowers further by implementing an extended loan forgiveness term for high-debt borrowers.
3. Multiple-Rate, Multiple-Exemption Plan

| Income Exemption               | $12,000 of total income for individual  
|                              | $18,000 for households of two or larger                  |
| Payment as Share of Income   | 10% for borrowers earning ≤ $40,000                  |
| Above Exemption              | 12.5% for borrowers earning > $40,000 but ≤ $70,000   |
|                              | 15% for borrowers earning > $70,000                   |
| Loan-Forgiveness Terms       | 20 years of payments for borrowers who begin repayment with ≤ $60,000 in debt |
|                              | 25 years of payments for borrowers who begin repayment with > $60,000 in debt |

On all measures except simplicity, this is effectively a middle-ground plan relative to current IBR and the other plans discussed here. The two exemptions, three repayment rates based on income, and two loan-forgiveness terms add substantial complexity. The two different exemption levels are simpler than current IBR, which uses a sliding scale that accounts for each additional household member, but more complex than examples 1 and 2. This binary exemption complicates the calculation for employers and requires the borrower to submit additional information on family size to the employer.

The multiple rates in this plan would require employers to withhold at one of three rates, introducing complication into employer calculations. Borrowers with more than one job could also face challenges withholding the correct monthly amount. For example, if a borrower holds two part-time jobs that earn $22,000 per year, then each employer might decide to hold 10 percent of her income. However, the borrowers’ total income would require her to withhold at a rate of 12.5 percent. She would need to predict this in advance and inform each employer to withhold a greater amount. As a result, borrowers under this plan would face a greater chance of underpaying (or overpaying) their loans in a year, triggering large lump-sum payments (or account credits) at the end of the year.

The low exemption for single borrowers makes it less generous for low-income borrowers than the current IBR. This likely makes the program less costly and slows interest accrual, as low- and moderate-income borrowers just above the exemption would consistently make small payments. Households with more than one person would have a higher $18,000 exemption, approximately equivalent to the exemption for single individuals under current IBR. A $10,000/$18,000 binary exemption would be less generous, but more fiscally sustainable than implementing auto-IBR with the current IBR formula. However, this exemption structure is more generous than example 2.

The progressive, stepped-rate increases attempt to further target the generosity of
the program towards low- to middle-income borrowers, while expecting higher-income borrowers to pay at a higher rate and decreasing the likelihood that these higher-income borrowers receive loan forgiveness. Of the three plans proposed, middle- and high-income borrowers are least likely to receive loan forgiveness if they were enrolled in example 3. However, these progressive rates also create moderate cliff effects for borrowers.

Finally, under this plan, borrowers with graduate school debt would repay for five more years before becoming eligible for loan forgiveness, compared with current IBR and example 1. The $60,000 threshold is set near the independent undergraduate loan limits (higher than example 2) to ensure that undergraduate borrowers do not face a longer repayment, unless they also have graduate debt.

**Simplifying Repayment through an Employer Withholding Scheme**

The current repayment process is rife with administrative burdens on borrowers and loan servicers. Because making the current IBR option automatic would magnify the administrative challenges, we considered ways to simplify and streamline the enrollment and repayment process. Ultimately, we believe that an employer withholding system should be the default repayment mechanism for borrowers.

**The Current Repayment Process**

Currently, if a borrower does not affirmatively select a repayment plan, the loan servicer will assign the borrower to the standard, 10-year repayment plan and will bill the borrower accordingly with no required upfront action by the borrower. To enroll in a repayment plan based on income, the borrower must affirmatively indicate that preference to the loan servicer and then take further steps to document income so the servicer can determine the monthly payment. The current process sets a borrower’s repayment obligation based on their most recently documented income. The borrower provides a hard copy of their federal income tax return, or shares tax return information electronically with the loan servicer by participating in the electronic IBR request process.12

Borrowers who did not file a federal income tax return for the two most recently completed tax years or whose current income is not accurately reflected by the Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) from their most recently filed federal income tax return (most likely due to a loss of or change in employment) instead complete an Alternative Documentation of Income (ADOI) form. In such cases, the repayment obligation is based on current taxable income if that amount is high enough to require filing of a US tax return. Every 12 months, borrowers must submit updated income documentation via a federal tax return or the ADOI form with supporting documentation. The loan servicer then recalculates the repayment obligation for the next 12-month period based on the updated income documentation. Borrowers who fail to submit updated income documentation are forced to make the
monthly payment they would have had if they had entered the standard repayment plan at the time when they entered IBR. In addition, accrued interest will capitalize. If such borrowers subsequently provide updated income documentation, they can resume making income-based monthly payments. Borrowers who experience a significant change in income between the annual “renewal” dates and wish to have the IBR repayment obligation recalculated must complete the ADOI form and submit supporting documentation to their loan servicer. The loan servicer then recalculates the repayment obligation based on current income rather than using the tax return, which reflects prior-year income.

Challenges of the Current IBR Repayment Process

The current process generally calculates the repayment obligation based on prior-year income. While prior-year income is easy to document, it does not always correspond to the borrower’s current ability to pay. Although the ADOI process is intended to address this time lag, it has two major problems—it’s burdensome, and its design almost guarantees that only those borrowers whose current income is lower than their prior-year income will use it.

The use of prior-year income and the ADOI process can also lead to similarly-situated borrowers having very different monthly repayment amounts according to the dates they apply for IBR and whether they file a tax return. Consider this example of how calculating IBR payments using prior-year income and the ADOI process may have very different effects on three classmates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similar Borrowers, Different Repayment Amounts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALI</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali had never been employed or filed a federal tax return. She graduated in June and began her job with an annual salary of $35,000 in September. In December, after prompting by her loan servicer, she selected IBR as her repayment plan. Because she had never filed a federal tax return, she used the ADOI process and submitted a current pay stub. Ali received a monthly payment amount of $119 based on her $35,000 salary. <em>Her monthly payment amount is $119.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo’s circumstances were identical to Ali’s, except that he applied for IBR in August, before beginning his post-graduation, full-time job in September making $35,000 annually. He answered “No” to the question “Do you have taxable income?” on the ADOI, and received a monthly repayment amount of $0 based on his zero income. <em>His monthly payment amount is $0.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cy worked sporadically while in school, filing income tax returns every year with AGIs ranging from $2,000-$3,000. He graduated in June and began a full-time job in September with an annual salary of $35,000, just like Bo and Ali. When he chose IBR, he submitted a copy of his prior-year tax return and received a monthly repayment of $0 based on his prior-year AGI. <em>His monthly payment amount is $0.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All three borrowers had the same taxable income when they entered the first year of repayment, yet they had very different monthly repayments. When these same students enter the second year of repayment, the servicer will calculate their monthly payment using the prior-year tax return, which will reflect eight months of little to no income during enrollment and four months of full-time work. While all three borrowers will face the same minimum payment at this point, due to the prior-year basis used in the current IBR system, the second year of loan repayment still will not accurately reflect the borrowers’ current ability to pay.

Borrowers who have a change or loss of employment must initiate contact with their loan servicer to adjust their monthly repayment through the ADOI process. This process is time-consuming, administratively difficult, and an added burden during an already stressful time for the borrower. Once the servicer adjusts the monthly repayment amount, if an unemployed borrower subsequently finds employment, the monthly repayment amount remains unchanged for the year unless the borrower initiates that process.

In short, the current process is complicated, somewhat arbitrary, and does not reflect a borrower’s current ability to pay. Despite increased public awareness of the availability of repayment plans based on income, current IBR enrollment rates remain below 10 percent and default rates continue to rise. Clearly something needs to change.

Employer Withholding: A Possible Solution

If designed well, employer withholding as an auto-IBR repayment mechanism would advance the principles of fairness and simplicity. By drastically reducing the burden of enrolling in a repayment plan based on income and making monthly payments, the process would prevent many borrowers from falling into delinquency and default. For these reasons, all groups in our consortium support pursuing employer withholding with the ability to opt out, although we did not discuss at length the detailed mechanics of such a process.

Under this approach, employers would withhold loan payments from paychecks in the same manner that they withhold Social Security (FICA), making the process automatic, simple, and based on current income rather than prior-year income. Self-employed borrowers would make quarterly estimated payments in the same way that they currently pay federal income and payroll taxes. By using the existing mechanisms for withholding a certain percentage of a borrower’s income, payments would be regular, automatic, and most importantly, would self-adjust as current earnings begin, end, or fluctuate. This withholding mechanism eliminates the need for the ADOI, the annual income documentation processes, and the associated paperwork burden. Self-adjusting payments also could eliminate the need for some of the currently available student loan deferments and forbearances, which are based largely on circumstances connected with lower earnings (e.g., economic hardship, inability to find employment, postsecondary enrollment). It would treat all borrowers equitably by basing payments on current income
for everybody. This basic process has been proposed by Rep. Thomas Petri (R-WI) in the Earnings Contingent Education Loans (ExCEL) Act of 2013.15

How Would Employer Withholding Work?

The first step in an employer withholding process would be to notify the employer that the employee is a federal student loan borrower. Under no circumstances would an employer need to know the amount of the borrower’s total loan debt, since loan debt does not dictate the amount of IBR payments. This should alleviate some of the privacy concerns about employer withholding.

Either the employee or an outside party would be responsible for notifying the employer of the borrower’s status. For example, the employee could self-identify as a federal student loan borrower by checking a box on the W-4 form while selecting other withholding and deduction options. However, while employee self-identification has the benefit of using the existing W-4 process, it may be error-prone. For example, employees may not self-identify, misunderstand the check-off box, or not realize that the check-off box applies to them.

A less error-prone alternative would be for ED to notify the employer of their employee’s borrower status. To obtain this information, ED would run a database match between its National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS) and the National Directory of New Hires (NDNH), which includes all employees except the self-employed.

Once the borrower has been identified, the employer would withhold a certain percentage of the borrower’s income based on the auto-IBR formula authorized in law. A relatively simple auto-IBR formula that requires withholding a certain percentage of earnings, without considering household size, would be less complicated and would reduce burden on employers. However, some complexity within the IBR formula would not necessarily preclude employer withholding. The precedent of employers collecting information about dependents for health care and dependent care purposes and offering individualized options for retirement and transportation benefits shows that such nuances are possible within an employer-based system. The system for withholding Social Security (FICA) is a model to aim for; the system for withholding child support, which is individualized, often manual, and frequently requires communications back and forth with an outside agency, is not.

Employers could direct the withheld funds to one of two entities: the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) or the Department of Education (ED). If the IRS is the recipient, the employer would simply include the withheld loan repayment funds with other federal withholding, reporting these amounts for each employee through its annual W-2 process. Because this method uses an existing process, it is less burdensome for employers. However, due to existing IRS policies, the reconciliation of payments would only occur on an annual basis.

Sending funds to ED on a quarterly basis could be timelier, but would require employers
to send funds to a new entity. ED, through its servicers, could apply payments to borrower accounts as if they were made in equal monthly increments throughout the year, so that interest accrues equally for all borrowers even if employers submit funds on different schedules.

Regardless of the flow of funds, a reconciliation process at the end of the year would compare a borrower’s yearly loan obligation with the yearly withholding, plus any other payments. The Internal Revenue Code would need to be modified to permit the IRS to share the tax return information with ED without an individual authorization from the borrower. ED would complete the reconciliation and send an annual statement to the borrower. If reconciliation shows the borrower has overpaid, we propose automatically applying the overage toward the loan balance unless the borrower requests a refund of the overage. If the borrower has underpaid, the borrower would be required to pay the difference that exceeds a certain *de minimis* amount within a set period or arrange a longer-term payment plan with the loan servicer. Borrowers who participated in employer withholding, or who opted out of withholding but made payments determined with some type of income verification, should not be penalized if they have underpaid but paid the difference within the set period or arranged a payment plan.” We recommend that the “late” payments be credited to the borrower’s account as if they were made on time, so the borrower is not assessed additional accrued interest.

Ideally, the amount withheld would closely align with the borrower’s yearly repayment obligation, so any overpayments or underpayments would be small. In order to achieve this precision, the auto-IBR formula should be driven largely by wage income, since that is the basis for the withholding. An auto-IBR formula based on AGI rather than total income or wage income would create greater discrepancies between the amounts withheld by employers and the total yearly repayment obligation. Our consortium is in general agreement that an auto-IBR formula based on income rather than AGI is preferable.

**Opting Out of Employer Withholding**

Consortium members raised the concern that subjecting loan repayments to employer withholding elevates student loan payments to a higher priority in the list of a borrower’s monthly financial obligations. That is, required employer withholding removes a borrower’s discretion not to make a loan payment on time if more urgent financial obligations must be met instead. To address this, we recommend that any employer withholding system allow a borrower to stop withholding in emergency situation by notifying ED. ED would either not notify the employer to initiate withholding, or would notify the employer to stop withholding.

Borrowers may also have privacy concerns with their employers knowing their borrowing status and may prefer to repay their debt through a traditional servicer. As a result, we recommend that ED notify borrowers of the opt-out provision well in advance of its correspondence with employers, giving borrowers sufficient time to opt out. Once
that deadline has passed, a borrower can still choose to opt out of withholding but the employer may have already been notified of the employee's borrowing status. The servicer would then determine a repayment amount based on current-year income, which could be collected via the National Directory of New Hires, depending on timing, or another intermediate verification option. The borrower would then make monthly payments using the payment processes available today.

**Self-Employment**

In an employer withholding system, self-employed workers would need to take more initiative to make their auto-IBR payments than workers who are not self-employed. They would make their loan payments on a quarterly basis, at the same time that they pay their estimated federal income and payroll taxes. Since the quarterly payment process is already in place, the added burden to the self-employed should be minimal. Alternatively, self-employed borrowers could opt out of quarterly loan payments and instead make monthly payments like those who opt out of employer withholding.

**Married Borrowers**

Current IBR rules use combined income to establish the repayment obligation of married borrowers who file joint tax returns. For single borrowers and married borrowers who file separate tax returns, repayment obligation is based on only the borrower’s income. These current rules would present challenges in an employer withholding system: the employer might know an employee’s marital status, but may not know if a married employee files a joint return or if the married employee’s spouse is a borrower. If the employee is not a borrower, the employer would not be instructed by ED to initiate withholding, even if the employee’s spouse is a borrower. Unless the repayment rules were changed to treat loan debt of married borrowers who file jointly as an individual, rather than joint, obligation, a married employee who files a joint tax return and whose spouse is a borrower would need to self-identify to the employer.

**Loan Prepayment**

The consortium agreed that borrowers should always have the ability to make higher payments than those required under auto-IBR, even in an income withholding system. The embedded option discussed earlier in this paper would provide information to help borrowers make that decision. A borrower who chooses to withhold more than the minimum auto-IBR payment would simply notify her employer of the additional amount to be withheld. ED could develop a standard form to serve this purpose, and the request could be included on the same form that married, non-borrowing employees with borrowing spouses would use to self-identify to their employers. Or, borrowers who wish to make additional payments could use a separate online system; however, the extra step of going to a separate website may reduce usage of the prepayment option.
Rethinking Institutional Accountability

Moving toward an auto-IBR scheme and repayment through employer withholding will reduce the administrative hurdles and other complexities that plague current income-driven options and lead to the underutilization of these programs. However, auto-IBR does not inherently lower the cost of college, nor does it eliminate the need for students to borrow. Previous research has shown that upfront costs simply need to be lower, through moderate tuition levels or targeted grant aid, to effectively improve college access and completion for the neediest students. Keeping costs low is the best way to minimize borrowing and, in effect, protect students against burdensome loan repayment. Awareness and accessibility are important benefits of moving to an auto-IBR system, but without appropriate protections in place this “system reset” could also have unintended consequences.

In this section we review potential unintended consequences of a switch to an auto-IBR system as well as possible solutions. These include better consumer information, loan limits, and institutional accountability measures. Though the consortium members bring different perspectives to these areas, we do broadly agree that the federal government should implement a system of outcomes-based institutional accountability as part of the federal student loan system.

Possible Unintended Consequences of Auto-IBR

By vastly simplifying the system for students, auto-IBR could inadvertently provide incentives for states and institutions to increase, rather than decrease, upfront costs by raising tuition, or limiting need-based aid, or both, exacerbating current negative trends. With no checks in place on college prices or student outcomes, debt-averse students may continue to undermatch into colleges that are less selective than those to which they could be admitted based on their academic qualifications, enroll part-time, or forgo college despite the auto-IBR safety net. Other students who are less debt-averse may react to higher costs by incurring more debt, remaining in repayment for longer, and paying more as they approach federal borrowing limits – even though their monthly payments will not become more burdensome under auto-IBR.

Worse, if costs rise above borrowing limits, students – particularly dependent undergraduates who face lower limits – could be forced to rely on Parent PLUS loans or private financing options, leaving them outside the protections of repayment plans that are based on income. If states and institutions disinvest further, a larger percentage of students may be faced with debt balances high enough to reach forgiveness under auto-IBR, with the federal government picking up the tab. In short, while auto-IBR represents a compelling option for solving our nation’s loan repayment crisis, it is important to consider which student and taxpayer protections should accompany this system redesign. These protections are necessary to prevent further exacerbating the access and affordability problems that must also be addressed if we are to achieve higher rates of college
attainment in this country.

**Improving Consumer Information and Counseling**

To be sure, the shift from our current repayment system – which includes nine options for students to weigh (including deferment and forbearance) – to auto-IBR presents an opportunity to combine simplicity in repayment with simplicity in consumer information and counseling. Minimally, third-party consumer information and counseling should be enhanced to make sure borrowers understand the full obligations and benefits of the new loan repayment scheme, including how to become eligible for loan forgiveness. Counseling also should aim to help borrowers understand new concepts, such as the “accelerated option,” so that they may offload debt on a faster schedule if desirable.

In this shift, ED will need to create tools that help students understand the mechanics of auto-IBR and make informed choices about where to attend college and how much to borrow. These tools should help students understand their monthly payments and loan terms at certain earnings levels and compare their likely debt levels and employment prospects (the two factors that underpin their payments in auto-IBR) by institution and/or program.

However, given the substantial investment in federal student grants, loans, and education tax benefits – nearly $170 billion per year – better consumer information alone will not mitigate some of auto-IBR’s potential unintended consequences. While auto-IBR simplifies repayment, it may not simplify the complex system of college choice, and it may not be sufficient to rely on consumer behavior to prevent larger-than-necessary costs to both students and the federal government.

**Loan Limits in Auto-IBR**

Another option for mitigating potential unintended consequences of an auto-IBR system is to institute stricter loan limits, particularly at the graduate level. Loan limits, by their nature would limit the amount the federal government would forgive in an auto-IBR system. As a result, loan limits could reduce incentives for institutions to charge more and students to borrow more. On the other hand, instituting loan limits at the graduate level could restrict access for low- and moderate-income students. Consortium members value these trade-offs very differently so there was no consensus policy on graduate loan limits under auto-IBR. This section will examine both the benefits and drawbacks of making loan caps for graduate students part of the transition to an auto-IBR system.

**The Pros and Cons of Loan Limits under Auto-IBR**

Currently, undergraduates may borrow Direct Subsidized and Unsubsidized Loans up to specified limits depending on their dependency status and financial need. Although the
parents of dependent undergraduates can take out Parent PLUS Loans up to the cost of attendance, these caps limit the amount of federal money undergraduate students themselves can borrow. In contrast, there is currently no cap on Grad PLUS loans for graduate and professional students, as students can borrow up to the cost of attendance (determined by the school) less any other financial assistance the student has received, regardless of financial need.\textsuperscript{22}

Limiting the amount graduate students can borrow could allow for lower payments and earlier loan forgiveness terms for everyone in an auto-IBR system, because the system would spend fewer resources forgiving graduate student debt. As discussed in our formula section above, various levers can be used to target benefits to certain borrowers. For example, a formula with a lower repayment rate and shorter forgiveness term could benefit low-income, low-debt borrowers. However, a repayment formula with these terms would benefit high-income, high-debt borrowers, who could pay back less over the life of the loan and receive larger amounts of forgiveness. Adding loan limits would cut off the potential benefit that high-debt borrowers could receive, allowing more targeted benefits to low-income borrowers without threatening the fiscal sustainability of the program.

Further, loan limits could reduce potential counterproductive incentives under auto-IBR. As discussed previously, under auto-IBR there is a risk that graduate institutions could increase tuition with few consequences, as the federal government would guarantee a minimum level of affordable payments. Loan limits could help protect against this, because above a certain level of tuition, students would need to take out private loans to finance their education. If institutions can no longer rely on unlimited federal loans to fund their high-tuition programs and if the private market is responsive to the ability of borrowers to repay (these loans must be made dischargeable in a regular bankruptcy proceeding), then graduate schools may have to set their pricing based, in part, on students’ expected earnings.

That said, research on loan limits at the undergraduate level suggests they have little effect on tuition. The GAO has examined the question twice in recent years, finding that tuition and fees grew consistently before and after loan limit changes took effect.\textsuperscript{23} On the other hand, the new incentive structure presented under the auto-IBR scheme could both change tuition incentives for schools and make loan limits more effective at curbing incentives for schools to raise tuition and for students to borrow.

Moreover, implementing loan limits at the graduate level would also come with potential downsides, particularly related to access for low- and moderate-income students. Many professional schools, such as medical or law schools, are expensive, but also consistently allow their graduates to earn very high incomes. Limiting access to federal loans for these programs could put them out of reach for students who do not have the out-of-pocket money to cover unmet need – even if they are likely to earn higher incomes after they graduate. Although private student loans are available, these loans come with a reduced repayment safety net (e.g. they may not be eligible for repayment based on income,
deferment, or forbearance). Additionally, low-income students without a credit history and/or a co-signer may face higher interest rates on these loans, or may be unable to take them out altogether. Low- and moderate-income students would then either take out loans with fewer consumer protections or be effectively barred from certain professional degree programs.

The consortium members value these competing interests differently and therefore reach different conclusions about the role loan limits should play in an auto-IBR program. However, an effective consumer protection scheme designed to ensure institutions have a stake graduating borrowers who earn incomes that offer a high likelihood that they can repay the debt they incurred alleviates some of the concerns regarding loan limits.

For YI’s perspective on loan limits and institutional accountability under auto-IBR, see YI’s paper, Loan Limits and Auto-IBR.

Redesigning Federal Accountability Measures under an Auto-IBR System

Note: Some of the recommendations below do not reflect NASFAA’s views. In particular, NASFAA recommends that any accountability system include institutional flexibility and discretion to limit borrowing for categories of students if the institution believes that level of borrowing is against the students’ interest. For more on NASFAA’s views, see their 2013 RADD paper, Reimagining Financial Aid to Improve Student Access and Outcomes. Also see HCM’s report, Doing Better for More Students.

Another option for limiting the unintended consequences of auto-IBR involves implementing accountability measures for institutions. Some may suggest leaving it to states to ensure that institutions share adequately in the responsibility to provide value to students. However, relying solely on states may leave an oversight vacuum. For instance, while 31 states have established or are in the process of instituting outcome-based metrics as part of a performance-based funding (PBF) policy, not a single state has included student debt or student loan repayment measures as part of their PBF system. Moreover, the stakes for an institution’s benefit or loss in these PBF policies are too low in almost all of these states to be meaningful. Some states are beginning to measure graduate earnings using dashboards, which are more transparency and management tools than accountability instruments. Six (AR, CO, FL, TN, TX, VA) of the ten states that developed state dashboards for higher education have included measures of graduate earnings and three (AZ, FL, MN) feature measures of graduate employment, but only one features measures of student debt (FL) and none include measures of repayment. Other states have implemented eligibility standards in their state grant programs, but in all but California and Colorado, those eligibility criteria involved additional standards for students rather increased accountability for institutions. For more details on these state efforts, see HCM’s paper, State ‘Shared Responsibility’ Policies for Improved Outcomes: Lessons Learned.
Furthermore, the federal government issues grants and loans directly, justifying its oversight. Currently, the federal government uses Cohort Default Rates (CDRs) as a minimum bar for institutional eligibility for federal financial aid. However, precisely due to the projected benefits of auto-IBR (that is, fewer defaults), a move to auto-IBR would render CDRs nearly obsolete. As such, the federal government should minimally accompany a move to auto-IBR with a repayment measure that replaces CDRs, as a way of protecting the federal investment in loan forgiveness and ensuring that institutions and states provide a reasonable return on investment for students.

What follows is a discussion of the stringency and feasibility of various debt and repayment metrics under consideration by the consortium. For example, debt-to-earnings ratios provide an indirect measure of potential success in repayment, while repayment rates provide a more direct measure, but set a low minimum performance standard. A repayment progress measure could provide a more nuanced picture of student loan repayment, although there are measurement issues to consider. Any new accountability structure also should be phased in, allowing institutions ample time to prepare.

**Debt-to-Earnings Ratios: An Indirect and Incomplete IBR-Accountability Measure**

Debt-to-earnings ratios measure student loan debt as a proportion of students’ income or discretionary income (that is, income above a poverty exemption) at a given point in time. The purpose of debt-to-earnings ratios is to reflect the “return on investment” of higher education – whether or not a program prepares a student to earn an income that aligns with the debt they must incur to receive the degree. Proposed regulations for programs designed to prepare students for gainful employment in a recognized occupation included two debt-to-earnings metrics: debt-to-income (which included all income), and debt-to-discretionary income (which included income above a poverty exemption). Through the 2011 Gainful Employment (GE) regulations, ED collected and reported debt-to-earnings data for GE programs through the National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS), institutional reporting, and a partnership with the Social Security Administration. These data have not been collected or calculated since a U.S. district court opinion overturned the GE regulation, but such measures could be mandated statutorily.

Debt-to-earnings ratios attempt to measure whether borrowers’ debts are in line with their earnings after college. In this sense, the underlying components of the ratios (debt and earnings) are fairly intuitive for institutional administrators to understand and develop plans to impact (e.g., by lowering prices and need to borrow or enhancing career placements). While understandable for institutions and students, these ratios are only indirectly related to successful repayment in an auto-IBR system, so likely are not the best choice for a stand-alone auto-IBR-based accountability metric. Similarly problematic is the lack of distinction in outcomes provided by debt-to-income ratios, under which a high-income/high-debt borrower could appear the same as a low-income/low-debt borrower, despite the low-income/low-debt borrower being more likely to struggle during repayment. Further, debt-to-earnings ratios have previously only included graduates in order to demonstrate
the value of credentials produced by the program in the workforce, which may be appropriate for purposes of the GE regulations. However, omitting the outcomes of non-graduates, who are more likely to struggle to repay loans, is not appropriate if only one measure is to be used. If debt-to-earnings ratios are the only accountability measure, they should be disaggregated by completion status and reported and incorporated separately for completers and non-completers.

Repayment Rate: A Bare-Minimum Auto-IBR Accountability Measure

Repayment rates represent the ability of borrowers to make minimum progress against the principal of their loan balance. Repayment rates have been defined and calculated by the U.S. Department of Education through proposed regulations in several ways. These variations on repayment rates can help guide decisions about using repayment measures in a system of checks and balances under auto-IBR.

The final GE rules, released in 2011, defined repayment rate as the percent of federal loan dollars, borrowed to attend a program, that are “in repayment” (i.e., in which principal is reduced by at least $1). In other words, if a student pays at least $1 toward principal over the course of a year, then that full loan balance is considered “in repayment.” If the balance increased – due to, for example, small payments accompanied by interest accrual – then the loan balance was counted as not “in repayment.” In 2013, ED proposed for discussion a new definition of repayment rate related to whether a GE program’s loan portfolio is negatively amortized, with programs at risk of sanction if the principal of their entire loan portfolio does not decrease in a given year. In other words, a passing GE program’s total loan portfolio would need to decrease by at least $1 over the year to avoid sanctions. Under both definitions, repayment rates included both program completers and non-completers.

While repayment rates were calculated as part of GE negotiations and regulations for reference purposes (using the 2011 definition noted above), ED does not currently calculate and report them on a regular basis. However, the data to do so do exist in NSLDS, and ED has released repayment rates in the past. For example, ED calculated program-level repayment rate data for gainful employment programs in 2011 under regulations in place at the time. Also, in 2009, they calculated institution-level repayment rates for all schools (not just those subject to GE regulations) in order to model the impact of proposed regulations. The 2009 data, shown in Table 1, suggest that public and private non-profit four-year, private nonprofit two-year, and public less-than-two-year institutions tend to have higher repayment rates than for-profit institutions and public community colleges.
Repayment rates, which reflect the ability of students to make more than interest-only payments on their loans, offer a number of advantages as an option for replacing CDRs in an auto-IBR system. While auto-IBR helps mitigate risk for students who cannot afford to pay down the principal of their loans, repayment rates would hold institutions accountable for students who do not earn enough to do so, requiring institutions to share some of the risk with the federal government. Further, by including non-completers in the calculation, repayment rates incentivize completion, since borrowers who earn a credential are more likely to be able to pay off loans. In fact, non-completion is consistently the best predictor of student loan default.\textsuperscript{34}

Furthermore, unlike under CDRs, the loan balances of borrowers in deferment or forbearance may count as negative outcomes in repayment rate calculations per the 2011 definition.\textsuperscript{35} When students enter deferment or forbearance, their loan balances are unlikely to decline, so those balances will be counted as not “in repayment.” Because the balances of most loans in deferment or forbearance do not decline, repayment rates would capture more borrowers who are struggling to repay than are captured by CDRs. Similarly, a well-designed repayment measure would not count as “in repayment” those borrowers who are paying through auto-IBR but earning so little that their minimum monthly payments are not enough to reduce their principal.

During various GE negotiations, some argued that borrowers in income-driven repayment plans should not negatively affect an institution’s repayment rate, even if those borrowers are not decreasing their loan principal.\textsuperscript{36} In developing a repayment measure as a check on auto-IBR, most members of the consortium\textsuperscript{37} agreed that all borrowers who are not reducing loan principal must be included in the measure and count as not “in repayment,” even if they maintain good standing through auto-IBR. In fact, an accountability measure

---

**Table 1: Average Repayment Rates by Sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Public 4-Year</th>
<th>Public 2-Year</th>
<th>Public Less Than 2-Year</th>
<th>Private Non-Profit 4-Year</th>
<th>Private Non-Profit 2-Year</th>
<th>Private Non-Profit Less Than 2-Year</th>
<th>For-Profit 4-Year</th>
<th>For-Profit 2-Year</th>
<th>For-Profit Less Than 2-Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Repayment Rate</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How to Measure Accountability: Institution vs. Program

The consortium debated whether the proposed auto-IBR-based system of checks and balances should measure institutional or program-level performance.

On one hand, holding programs accountable for their performance would offer a more targeted system of checks and balances, assuring that failing programs cannot persist. However, implementing a program-level accountability system would require far more in-depth data collection than currently exists. Program-level data on debt and repayment were collected under GE rules, but expanding these types of accountability measures to all programs and institutions would require substantially more robust data systems.

Also, program-level repayment measures may encourage the use of differential tuition, in which majors with high expected earnings would cost more or majors with low expected earnings would cost less. Extreme program-level tuition differentiation could stratify program access based on family income levels, making it more difficult for low-income students to access high-paying fields.

Finally, program-level measures would require minimum sample sizes, limiting performance measures to those programs with sufficient numbers of students. Ultimately, the consortium recommends first implementing the system of checks and balances based on institution-level performance for all undergraduate programs combined and institution-level performance for all graduate programs combined.

Using institution-level measures also will allow schools flexibility in meeting benchmarks, though. It could allow institutions to mask poor performance in some programs with strong performance in others. More modeling is necessary to determine whether high-performing programs mask poor performance of other programs or balance out performance of moderately performing programs that fulfill a social good. If the former is true, institutional level measures could later be applied to programs.

is intended to capture just that: borrowers who are unable to make a dent in their loan balances through affordable monthly payments.

Despite the advantages of repayment rates, they also face some limitations as an accountability tool, primarily related to their lack of comprehensiveness in identifying struggling borrowers. Without making a distinction between those paying back $1 of principal and those making a sizeable dent in their debt, borrowers could be considered in repayment while not making substantial progress to pay off loan balances. This is a particular concern in an auto-IBR system offering loan forgiveness. Paying off $1 of principal should be a bare minimum expectation, but truly successful borrowers should be able to make more progress. For example, a borrower may decrease her loan balance by $5 over the course of the year, but have income low enough and debt high enough that she is projected to repay for 20 years and generate a substantial forgiveness cost for the federal government.

While auto-IBR is designed to protect just this type of borrower, an accountability mechanism should be designed to identify institutions or programs that are producing many borrowers who fall into this situation, which a repayment rate would not do.

Also, repayment rate definitions have not traditionally accounted for PLUS loans for parents or Federal Perkins Loan borrowing (or private borrowing, for that matter). As a result, repayment rate measures do not hold institutions accountable for the full amount of debt students incur and their ability to repay it. Perkins loans could and should be included in repayment measures. Data on repayment of private loans are not easily available, although some institutions reporting to the Common Data Set do provide data on private loans, and
many private lenders now require school certification, warranting further discussion about the feasibility of obtaining such information from colleges or lenders. Incorporating parent PLUS loans into the repayment metric, while technically feasible, would require more discussion about their applicability in this context since students do not take out these loans for themselves.

**Repayment Progress Measure: A More Comprehensive (but More Complicated) Solution**

A third option could provide a more complete and nuanced picture of student loan repayment than either the repayment rate or debt-to-income measures. A repayment progress measure involves calculating patterns of progress on loan repayment for cohorts of students. This measure could be structured in a number of ways, such as:

- The proportion of borrowers on track to repay loans on time (which might be defined as 10-12 years), based on the ratio of outstanding balance to original balance in the initial years (which might be defined as three or four years) after entering repayment;
- The average predicted number of years in repayment for a cohort, based on repayment in the first several years;
- The amount or proportion of the loan portfolio on track to be forgiven, based on the first several years in repayment;
- The percentage of borrowers with negative interest accrual on loans, at a period after entering repayment. (This would be similar to the portfolio repayment rate proposed by ED, reflecting the ability of borrowers to pay principal on their loans); and
- The percentage of borrowers making a $0 monthly payment under the auto-IBR formula (or in deferment or forbearance) at a period in time after entering repayment. (This would reflect the number of borrowers with low-incomes but would not reflect their level of indebtedness, as would the other options).

The major benefit of this type of measure is that it is more stringent than current repayment rates, capturing students who are struggling with burdensome debts, even if they are making bare minimum progress ($1 in principal) against those debts. It is also directly related to repayment success and loan forgiveness, presenting a clear tie to the federal government’s costs associated with auto-IBR.

Perhaps the biggest drawback of a measure of repayment progress is that it is more complicated than a repayment rate. Also, some may interpret it as a pure prediction tool and argue that it will be inaccurate for students in some programs who may have uncommon income trajectories. It is true that the prediction may not be precise, especially because
student ability to pay likely increases over time, possibly at different rates for different fields of study. In short, a borrower’s balance at years three and four of repayment might look as if he or she will receive forgiveness even if she ultimately experiences income growth and does not reach forgiveness. Despite this lack of precision, the measure could be useful in judging loan repayment progress. While public data are unavailable to model these types of repayment progress measures, ED should use its internal data systems, such as NSLDS, to examine the full impacts and implications of these measures in more detail, including using historical data to model repayment trends by sector and level to determine the appropriate number of years at which to measure progress and the appropriate benchmarks for judging adequate progress.

Regardless of the measure used, any repayment measure should be disaggregated by income or financial aid status, so that institutions can be held accountable for meeting performance standards for both Pell Grant recipients and non-Pell Grant recipients, protecting against the potential for inequitable outcomes. This disaggregation will help ensure that institutions prepare all students – especially those with the least family resources on which to fall back – to be able to repay their debts. To ensure the new measure is fair to institutions, adjustments or exemptions could be considered for institutions with low prices and/or low borrowing rates. And, just as ED has phased in changes to CDRs in the past, these new accountability measures should be phased in, allowing time for institutions to adjust.

**Comprehensive Accountability in Auto-IBR: Completion, Access, and Price Measures**

Repayment measures offer a minimum level of accountability required under an auto-IBR scheme. However, they are not the only set of measures that ED could use for determining Title IV eligibility. Measures of price and completion could be worth including in a system of checks and balances, and an access measure could guard against institutions limiting enrollment to underserved populations in order to perform well on repayment and other accountability measures.

Repayment metrics do proxy price and completion indirectly, but more direct measures of price and completion rates may be worthwhile. Though high prices certainly correlate with high borrowing, non-borrowers are not captured in repayment metrics. A more comprehensive accountability system may aim to protect all students, including students who pay for college out-of-pocket or through mechanisms other than federal loans, especially credit cards. Price measures would be particularly important in protecting students who avoid borrowing by making substantial sacrifices in terms of time-to-degree and hours worked.
In addition, an access metric is critical in any accountability system to protect against institutions trying to meet performance benchmarks by cutting access for students who are less likely to complete or more likely to borrow substantial amounts. In fact, in conversations with higher education experts conducted as part of the research process for this paper, multiple commenters emphasized the importance of protecting access alongside any other outcomes-based accountability measures.

Ensuring access for low-income, underrepresented students is essential in any high stakes institutional accountability scheme. To promote access for these populations and to mitigate incentives for institutions to reduce access, HCM proposed the creation of an
“Institutional Eligibility Index” for federal Title IV programs in RADD 1.0. This proposal integrated measures of access, loan repayment and completion rates. Under HCM’s recommendations, institutions would not need to perform strongly on all components of the index to participate in Title IV, but neither could they get by with weak performance on all or most components. This proposal represents one type of institutional accountability system, which is endorsed by HCM but not necessarily by all members of this consortium. Using multiple measures rather than a single one – like CDRs – makes it more difficult to improve performance on one measure by performing worse on another.

Table 2 outlines the various alternate metrics ED could use to protect the federal investment in higher education, and how each might add value in any regulatory structure. ED could choose multiple metrics within each category (such as measuring institutions both by overall graduation rates as well as graduation rates of Pell Grant recipients). It also might consider using the non-repayment measures as secondary indicators that offer a supplemental level of accountability for institutions that are close to failing on the primary measure(s). For example, repayment measures could be used to determine passing and failing thresholds for institutions, with those on the verge of failure facing a second level of scrutiny based on secondary measures, including price and completion. An access measure should accompany any accountability measure, including repayment measures. Further analysis and modeling is necessary to determine the appropriate benchmarks on the various metrics, including whether to allow for any adjustments based on the type and mission of the institution. When used to determine basic Title IV eligibility, however, minimum cutoffs may not require any adjustments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Category</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Recommended Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Completion**   | Research suggests that not completing a postsecondary program is the strongest single predictor of struggling to repay student loans. As such, it is important to understand which institutions perform well at graduating their students. | Overall (150%) Graduation Rate  
Overall On-Time (100%) Graduation Rate  
Pell Grant Recipient Graduation Rate  
Note: IPEDS graduation rates should be improved to include part-time and transfer students and to disaggregate by type of credential (bachelor’s, associate’s, or certificate) sought and income/financial aid receipt. |

Note: IPEDS graduation rates should be improved to include part-time and transfer students and to disaggregate by type of credential (bachelor’s, associate’s, or certificate) sought and income/financial aid receipt.
The Stakes and Application of Accountability in Auto-IBR

Title IV Eligibility

Traditionally, the strongest accountability mechanism at ED’s disposal has been Title IV aid eligibility. Loss of Title IV aid eligibility eliminates the ability of a school to receive money from grant and loan programs, thus cutting off the primary source of aid that students use to cover college costs. Perhaps because of the stringency of this penalty, Congress and ED have set very high thresholds for eligibility loss. For example, in the most recent release of two-year CDRs, only eight total schools were subject to sanctions based on the 25 percent threshold, and 218 must develop “default prevention plans” for having a three-year rate of at least 30 percent. In short, the “all-or-nothing” nature of Pell Grant and Direct Loan eligibility is harsh enough to be used sparingly, but also makes almost no distinction between a school with a two-year CDR of 0 percent for three years and a school with a two-year CDR of, for example, 39 percent for two consecutive years, if the third year is below 25 percent. Under an auto-IBR system, a repayment measure floor will need to be instituted to determine Title IV eligibility and protect students from the worst-of-the-worst outcomes. More empirical research is necessary to identify this performance floor. We also recommend exploring ways to broaden accountability beyond the current all-or-nothing approach.

Risk Sharing

Risk sharing could create an interim accountability system for institutions, while limiting...
loss of Title IV eligibility to only the absolute lowest performers. Some members of the consortium think a risk-sharing approach, in conjunction with an eligibility floor, could incentivize institutions on the cusp of failure to improve, while also protecting student and taxpayer investments. Risk sharing has gained new attention recently, but is not a new idea. The Institute for College Access and Success, for example, has proposed risk sharing for some institutions based on their performance. Another proposal recently introduced in the Senate would require risk sharing for institutions at which at least 25 percent of students borrow federal loans. And, risk sharing is already built into the Federal Family Education Loan (FFEL) Program, under which lenders can recover a proportion of the outstanding loan balance when a borrower defaults on a FFEL loan. That proportion is determined based on the guarantee agency’s default rate.

In the auto-IBR context, such a system could hold institutions liable for some portion of the school’s total loan balance based on their performance on a repayment measure. Since loan defaults would decrease under auto-IBR while loan forgiveness would most likely increase, risk-sharing could, for instance, hold institutions responsible for a portion of their total loan portfolio projected to be forgiven after 20 (or 25) years for a given cohort. This scheme could be structured a number of ways. For example, an institution at which 30 percent of the total loan portfolio is projected to be forgiven based on the initial years of student repayment under auto-IBR could be required to contribute the equivalent of, say, 15 percent of its total loan portfolio into this fund (or less stringently, 15 percent of the dollars expected to be forgiven), which would help the federal government finance loan forgiveness. As discussed earlier, this projection would not provide a precise estimate of loan forgiveness because borrower incomes will change – likely increase – throughout repayment. However, it can serve as an early indicator of successful repayment and a useful estimator in a risk-sharing scheme.

Using the risk-sharing model in place for the guarantee agencies as a guide, a potential risk-sharing structure could be constructed as follows:

- If 0 percent of an institution’s borrowers are on track for forgiveness at year 4 (assuming average income increases over time), the institution will contribute 0 percent of that cohort’s loan portfolio to the risk-sharing fund.
- If 1-10 percent of an institution’s borrowers are on track for forgiveness, the institution will contribute 5 percent of that cohort’s loan portfolio to the risk-sharing fund.
- If 11-20 percent of borrowers are on track for forgiveness, the institution will contribute 10 percent of that cohort’s loan portfolio to the risk-sharing fund.
- If 21-30 percent of borrowers are on track for forgiveness, the institution will contribute 15 percent of that cohort’s loan portfolio to the risk-sharing fund.
• If more than 30 percent of borrowers are on-track for forgiveness, the institution will fail the repayment progress metric and risk losing Title IV eligibility in part or full.

The risk-share could be determined by a sliding scale instead of cut-offs for varying levels of performance on the repayment progress metric. Also, the system could waive the risk-sharing payment for institutions meeting certain benchmarks. As another alternate example, institutions could be required to pay – either into the risk-sharing fund or directly to students to prevent ballooning debt – a portion of any negative interest that accrues on loans in their portfolio. In the November 2013 GE negotiations, ED proposed a similar measure: institutionally provided debt relief for programs likely to lose Title IV eligibility in the following year.  

As with all accountability schemes, risk sharing brings concerns about unintended consequences. Institutions might, for instance, shift costs onto students by folding the risk-sharing payment into increased tuition and fees, or by increasing prices for students who do not borrow in order to fund the pool. However, a carefully designed system can avoid these unintended results. For example, if risk-sharing payments are based on repayment measures (and especially if they are tied to price measures), then tuition increases may simply increase debt and eventual forgiveness – requiring institutions to contribute even more to the risk-sharing fund. Also, protections could be put in place to protect against price increases, either for all institutions or for low-performing institutions required to pay into the risk-sharing pool. Furthermore, it may be difficult to determine an institution’s risk share for a student who has attended more than one institution. One option could be to require a proportional risk share for each institution a borrower attended based on the amount borrowed at each institution.

Positive Incentives for Improvement

ED could also develop a system that rewards schools that perform well (or better than expected) or improve on certain measures. For an incentives-based system, ED could divide a set amount of funds among institutions similar to the way performance-based systems currently are being utilized to distribute appropriations in a growing number of states. Colleges could demonstrate outcomes on a variety of measures, such as the number of Pell recipients who persist beyond freshman year and graduate, or those whose repayment metrics for low-income students exceed a certain threshold. The awards would need to be sizeable enough to incentivize change, and if they are, a competitive effort of this nature could drive positive institutional or state behavior.

Interim Stakes: Campus-Based Aid, Tax-Exempt Status, and Incentive Fund Eligibility

Another way to structure interim accountability is to change the stakes. For example, schools that do not fail the bare minimum benchmark for Title IV eligibility, but that are projected to have a subpar percentage of loans forgiven, could be deemed ineligible for all
campus-based aid (including Perkins Loans, Federal Work Study, and FSEOG) or higher education tax credits, such as the American Opportunity Tax Credit. These options are feasible but less than ideal because the sanctions could hurt students by restricting their access to aid that does not need to be repaid (with the exception of Perkins Loans). They also may not be sizable enough to impact institutional behavior. Instead of using student aid as a lever, performance standards also could be tied to eligibility for and/or amounts of research funding, federal competitive grants, or institutional tax-exempt status. Each of these stakes will have distinct effects on different types of institutions, so identification of the most appropriate stake would be well informed by further analysis of the institutions that are likely to struggle to meet benchmarks.

Alternately, Parent and Grad PLUS loan limits could be implemented for institutions that are close to failing the repayment rate or other measure. If an institution is struggling to prepare its students to graduate and/or repay student debt, then ED might be justified in restricting borrowing levels at that institution.\textsuperscript{53} Allowing PLUS loans up to the cost of attendance should provide low- and moderate-income students with access to high-performing institutions. Restricting PLUS for poor-performing institutions may limit the negative effects on families borrowing loans that are not eligible for auto-IBR at schools that do not serve students particularly well.

**Conclusion**

A postsecondary degree pays off for the vast majority of students attending the vast majority of colleges across the country. That, despite this, many borrowers end up delinquent or in default on their student debt drives us to propose the reforms above. We believe that an overly complex and poorly designed federal student loan repayment system results in needless financial hardship for borrowers.

In contrast, automatically enrolling borrowers in a repayment plan based on income and administering it through employer withholding would virtually eliminate delinquencies and defaults. Doing so would require adjustments to the current repayment formula. A new formula must strike a balance with the sometimes-competing principals of fairness, fiscally sustainability, simplicity, and provision of an adequate safety net. Our discussion of the trade-offs should make clear that there is no perfect solution, though we do agree on a number of elements that any reform should contain.

Finally, we believe that in order for its students to obtain federal student loans, an institution should meet a minimum standard in showing its borrowers can pay off their debt. That concern is all the more heightened in an auto-IBR system that guarantees a minimum level of affordable payments and forgives the remaining debt after a certain number of years. Policy-makers have a number of options in this regard and we offer several possible alternatives above. Auto-IBR, implemented in conjunction with these accountability mechanisms, would make the current repayment system fairer and more effective.
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